
Achieve Professional-Level Cooking Results
with WiFi-Connected Surfit Sous Vide Cooker,
Available Now on Amazon.

Surfit Sous Vide Cooker enables you to cook your
favorite foods to perfection and enjoy fine dining at
home.

Surfit Sous Vide pairs with the Smart Life app, which
is free and available for both Apple and Android
users.

GenHigh Tech announces that Surfit Sous
Vide Cooker, extremely affordable and
compact sous vide culinary immersion
circulator, is now available on Amazon.

SANTA MONICA, CA, USA, January 9,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sous vide
cooking has become one of the most
celebrated ways of preparing food not
only in commercial restaurants but
also in the comfort of many
households. It is a process of slow-
cooking vacuum sealed food with a
water bath set to a specific
temperature. The latest Surfit Sous
Vide from GenHigh is equipped with
WiFi, allowing consumers to control
their cooker remotely, and follow the
countdown to check if the water is hot
and the food is ready. 

With Surfit, sous vide is becoming
affordable for broader audiences, so
that most anyone can effectively bring
a sous vide science and cooking
technique home. Preparing dishes with
Surfit is very simple: set the cooker’s
time and temperature, season and seal
your food, cook it the way you like and
enjoy meals that are perfectly prepared
every time.

Unlike traditional sous vide cookers
available on the market, Surfit Sous
Vide is compliant with IPX7, which
means the device is protected from
immersion in water with a depth of up
to 1 meter (3.3 ft). Also, the cooker can
be easily cleaned thanks to its
removable bottom part that can be
rinsed or cleaned with dish soap.

Surfit Sous Vide pairs with the Smart Life app, which is free and available for both Apple and
Android users. The app connects seamlessly with the Surfit Sous Vide and guides home cooks

http://www.einpresswire.com


The Surfit Sous Vide Cooker makes it easy to achieve
professional-level cooking results.

with easy-to-follow recipes, and various
tips to create restaurant-quality dishes
like a pro.

The Surfit Sous Vide is available
currently on Amazon in two versions:
Surfit Sous Vide Cooker WiFi and Surfit
Sous Vide Cooker Standard.

About GenHigh
GenHigh’s mission is to provide
consumers worldwide access to high-
quality, elegantly-designed smart
devices engineered with the latest
innovations in technology matched
with precision craftsmanship. We are
headquartered in China. GenHigh was
founded in 2017 with operations in the
US and Japan. GenHigh is committed to
our goal of connecting consumers &
communities through our everyday products. For more information, please visit
http://www.genhigh.com.

About Surfit Home
Surfit Home is a brand that offers most affordable smart home appliances. In 2018, Surfit
introduced the first precision cooking device – Surfit Sous Vide Cooker Standard, followed by a
Wi-Fi-enabled version. Surfit Sous Vide Cooker is created with the idea that diners should be able
to enjoy restaurant-quality dishes at home. We believe that cooking should be simple, enjoyable
and rewarding. For more information, go to www.surfithome.com and follow the Surfit Home
brand on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.
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